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A CONSEQUENCE OF MAl~TIN'S AXIOM
BY
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(Communicated by P rof. .J. DE GROOT at t ho meeting of April 24, 1971)
It is known [1] that Martin's axiom - which will be stated below -
in conjunction with the negation of the continuum hyp othesis implies
the validi ty of Susliu's hypothesis, i.e. every (compact) ordered space
with the Suslin property is separable. It is natural to ask whether the
same implication holds for a larger class of spaces. It was shown in [2]
that the answer to this question is affirmative for locally compact spaces
which are hereditarily Suslin and first countable.
In this paper we prove the followin g result : Martin's axiom and 2'"> WI
imply that every locally compact Suslin space of n-weight less than con-
t inuum is separable. As a corollary of t his we obtain that in [2] the
condition of being hereditarily Sus lin is superfluous.
1.1. Let (0, -c) be a partially ordered set . Two elements p , q E O are
called compat ible if there is an rEO such that r <p and r .;; g, and incom-
patible if no such r exists . A subset A CO is called an ant ichain if it
consists of pairwise incompatible elements. We say that (0 , -c) satisfies
the countable antichain condition (briefly , c.a.c.) if every ant ichain of
(0 , -c ) is countable.
A subset D C °is called dense if for any p E O there is a q ED with q<p,
Now let F be a family of dense subsets of 0. A subset G C °is called
O-generic over F if it sa t isfies the following conditions
(i) PI , P2 E G --+ (:JlPa E G)(Pa < PI Apa<'P2)
(ii) if DE F then G {'\ D * 0.
Now consider the following statement where iX is a fixed infinite cardinal:
(A ,,) If (0, <) is a part ially ordered set satisfying c.a.c. and F is a
family of dense subset s of 0, iFl <iX, then there exists a set G C °which
is O-generic over F .
We call Martin's axiom, (l1fA), the state ment "for each iX < 2'" (A ,..)
holds".
It is known (cf. [1] or [3]) that it is consist ent to assume (l1fA) and
" 2'" is an arbitrarily large regular cardinal" at the same time.
1.2. In what follows we shall investi gate some consequences of (2IfA) +
+(2"'>WI) , which we shall briefly denote by (l1fA*). First we need a
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lemma which was probably first proved by F. Rowbottom. Since it has
not been published yet, we give a proof of it here.
1.3. Definition. A space R is said to have the Suslin property if any
family of pairwise disjoint open subsets of R is countable. (For this, we
also say briefly that R is a Suslin space.)
104. Lemma. If (Aw,) holds then any product of spaces with the Suslin
property again has the Suslin property.
Proof. We shall make use of the following fact (see e.g. [2]): If (A w,)
holds, X has the Suslin property and @ is a family of open subsets of X
with I@I = WI, then there is a @' C @with I@'I = I@\ = WI such that @is
centered, i.e. any finitely many members of @' have a non-empty inter-
section.
First we shall show that, assuming (Aw,), the product Z =XI x X 2 of
two Suslin spaces Xl and X 2 is also Suslin. Suppose, on the contrary,
that Z contains WI pairwise disjomt open subsets {G~=Grlx Gi: ~<WI},
where G/ (j = 1, 2) is open in Xj. According to the above result, there
is a subset a C WI with lal = WI such that the family
{Grl:~Ea}
is centered (here, of course, we cannot assume that ~,'YJ E a, ~i='YJ imply
Gl i= G,/). Similarly, we can find a subset be a with [bl = WI such that
{Gi:~Eb}
is centered. From this it follows then that any two members of {G~: ~ E b}
intersect, which is a contradiction. Now, by induction we can conclude that
the product of any finite number of Suslin spaces is again Suslin space.
Finally, let X = x {Xi: i E I}, where the index set 1 is infinite, and
suppose that {G;: ~ < wI} is a system of pairwise disjoint elementary open
subsets of X. For each ~<WI there is a finite subset I~ C I such that
GI;= n {nel G/I;): i E II;},
where ni denotes the i-th coordinate projection of X onto Xi and G/I;)
is open in Xi. According to a theorem of Erdos and Rado (cf. [4] or [5])
there exists a subset a C WI with lal =WI such that the family {II;: ~ E a}
is quasi-disjoint, i.e. there is a set J for which
II; n I,,=J if ~,'YJ E a, ~i='YJ
(here, again, we do not assume II;i=l" for ~i='YJ Ea.)
Now it is easily seen that the sets
GI;.J= x {G/I;): i E J} (~E a)
are pairwise disjoint (and open) in the finite subproduct
X J = x {Xi: i E J}.
However, this is impossible because it contradicts our above result.
(*)
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Before we can turn to our main result, we need further definitions.
2.1. Definition. (J. DE GROOT and J. VAN DER SLOT, cf. e.g. [6] or [7]).
A regular topological space X is called basis compact if it has an open
base )8 such that for any centered subsystem & C)8 we have
n {G: 0 E &}#0.
Basis compact spaces form a generalization of complete metric spaces
since a metrizable space is basis compact if and only if it is topologically
complete. Also, all locally compact Hausdorff spaces are basis compact.
2.2. Definition. For any space X a collection ~ of its open subsets is
called a n-base of X if for any non-empty open set 0 C X there is aPE ~
for which PC O. The smallest infinite cardinality of a n-base of X is
called the n-weight of X.
Now, we are able to formulate our main result.
2.3. Theorem. Suppose that (MA *) holds and X is a basis compact
Suslin space for which n(X) < 2"; then X is separable.
Proof. Let)8 be an open base of X with the property indicated in the
definition of basis compactness. Obviously, we can select a n-base ~ C)8
such that
1~I=n(X)<2".
Then we consider the space X." i.e. the co-fold topological product of
X by itself. Thus we can write
X.,= x {Xi: i<w},
where Xi = X for each i < co, We shall denote by ni the projection of X.,
onto Xi. It is easy to see that the elementary open sets of the form
~ 0= n{ni-10i:iEJ},
( where Jew is finite and Oi E)8 for each i E J
constitute a base [ of X., "under which" it is basis compact. Also, by 1.4,
X., is a Suslin space.
Now we consider the partially ordered set ([, C) which satisfies o.a.o.,
since X., is Suslin. Then, for each P E~ we define a dense subset @;p
of [ as follows:
To see that @;p is dense in ([, C), consider any 0 E [ of the form (*)
and take a j E w\J. Now the set
0*=0 nnr1p
obviously belongs to @;p and is contained in O.
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Using (MA *) and 11.l51 < 200 , we can find a set @ which is C£-generic over
{6p: P E ~}. Then, according to property (i) of the generic sets, @ is
centered, thus @ C C£ implies
n {G: G E @}*0.
Let p = (po, pi, ... ) be an arbitrary point of this intersection. We claim
that
is a dense subset of X, and thus X is indeed separable.
Let H be an arbitrary non-empty open subset of X. Since X is regular
we can find aPE I.l5 such that J5 C H. According to property (ii) of the
generic sets, there is a
Then niG=P for some i<w, and since pEG, this implies
Pi E niG=J5 C H, hence 8 n H *0.
This, however, shows that 8 is dense in X, since H was arbitrary.
§ 3. ApPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN THEOREM.
3.1. In order to obtain several further consequences of the preceeding
result, we recall some notations. The smallest infinite cardinal of a dense
subset of a space X is denoted by d(X). If P E X, X(p, X) is the minimal
oardinahty of a basis of neighbourhoods of p in X. We put
x(X) = sup {X(p, X): p EX}.
Finally, we shall denote by c(X) the supremum of oardinalitres of disjoint
families of open sets in X. Thus, e.g. c(X) = w means that X is Suslin.
3.2. Corollary. Suppose (MA *) and let X be a basis compact Suslin
space with a dense subset 8 C X such that 181 < 200 , and »». X) < 200 for
each p E 8. Then X is separable, i.e. d(X)=w.
Proof. For any p E 8, let )8p be a basis of neighbourhoods of p in X
such that
Then, as can be easily seen,
is a n-base of X. Now, since (MA) implies that 200 is regular (cf. [3]),
11.l51< ~ xt». X)<2 OO ,
PES
Hence n(X) < 200 , and 2.3 can be applied.
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Nex t we need a Lemma, which has nothing to do with (MA) and
which, we think, has its own interest.
3.3. L emma. Let X be a space with X(X) = lX < d(X). Then X has a
subspace S C X such that
d(S) = lX+ and c(S)< c(X).
Proal. Let us first choose for any P E X a sequence of its neighbourhoods
whose members form a neighbourhood basis of P in X. Then we define
a partial function I fr om X2 x lX2 as follows :
u».q, ~, t]) =
a member of Vp(~) n Vq(t]),
if Vp(~) n Vq(1] )# 0;
not defined otherwise.
Then for any H C X we put
a(H) = H U {f(p, q ; ~, 1]): (p , q) E H 2/\ (~, 1]) E lX2}.
We denote by an t he n-th iterate of a and put
00
Q(H) = U an(H).
,,~1
It is easy to show that IH I< lX implies IQ(H)\ <lX.
Now we shall define S by transfinite induction. Let Ho be an arbitrary
subset of X with IHol = lX and po an arbitrary point of H o. Suppose, that
the sets H$' and points p$ have already been defined for each ~<1], where
1] <rx", so that
I H~I =lX for each ~< 1].
Then
is also of power lX . Therefore, since d(X) >lX, there is a point
PJjEX\BJj.
Now we put
HJj =Q({PJj} U BJj) '
Obviously, IHJjI =lX holds t oo, and thus the transfinite procedure can be
carried out for every 1]< lX+. Finally, we put
S = U {H Jj: 1]<lX+}.
By lSI =lX+, to prove d(S)= lX+ it suffices to show d(S) > lX+. Indeed, if
D C S, IDI <lX, t hen , since lX+ is regular, there is an 1]< lX+ such that
DCBJj'
Then , however , PJj ¢= BJj ".) 15, which shows that D cannot be dense in S.
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Next, if p, q E S and ~,'YJ< lX , we claim that
This follows immediately from our construction, since p, q E Simply
p,qEH. for a V < lX+, hence if Vp(~)n Vq('YJ)#0 then Vp(~)n Vq('YJ)n
n Q(H.) # 0, but Q(H.) C S, and this concludes this step.
Now it is obvious that this last property of S implies
c(S) <c(X),
and our proof is completed.
3.4. Theorem. Assume (MA *) and let X be a basis compact Suslin
space such that
(a) every closed subspace of X is basis compact;
(b) X(X)=lX and lX+<2"'.
Then X is separable.
Proof. If d(X) < 2"', then this follows immediately from 3.2. Next we
shall show, however, that this must be the case. Indeed, assume d(X) ;;;. 2'".
Then, applying 3.3, we can find a subspace S C X , for which
d(S) = lX+ and c(S) < c(X) = ro.
Let us now consider the closed subspace
XI=SCX.
Then Xl is basis compact by (a), and since S is dense in Xl, we have
c(S) = c(XI) = co,
hence Xl is Suslin as well.
Now we show that d(XI) = d(S )=lX+. Again, d(XI) < d(S )= lX+ is obvious
because S is dense in Xl, hence it suffices to show
Suppose, on the contrary, that DC Xl, IDI =lX and D=XI . For each
p ED, since pES and X(p, X) <lX, we can select a subset A p C S with
p E Ap and IApl < lX . Then
A= U {Ap:PED}CS and IAI <lX.
Furthermore, A must be dense in S, for if q E Sand G is an open set
containing q then G n X I # 0, hence G n D#0, because D is dense in Xl.
Furthermore, if p ED n G, this also implies G n A p # 0 since p E Ap ,
hence G n A#0. This, however, shows that A is indeed dense in S, and
this contradicts d(S) =lX+.
Thus we obtain that Xl is a basis compact Suslin space for which
4(\3
d(X1) =ex+ and X(X 1) <X(X) = ex. However, by 3.2 this would imply d(X1 ) =
=w <ex+, which is impossible.
Q.e.d.
Remark. We do not know whether the condit ion (a) is really necessary
in t his t heorem , or that the condit ion ex+ < 2'" could be replaced by ex < 2"'.
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